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0. Introduction. Though spectral measures — i.e. countably additive idem-

potent-valued set functions defined on a cr-algebra of sets with values in =S?(£) —

form the nominal topic of this paper, it can be looked on as having for its twin

objects of study the spectral operators and the Boolean algebras of projections

on locally convex spaces, since both are intimately connected with spectral meas-

ures — the operators with their "resolutions of the identity," the Boolean

algebras (if "complete" in a suitable sense) with the measures, defined on the

Stone spaces of the algebras, whose values are the projections making up the

algebras. Such operators and algebras, acting on Banach spaces, have received

a great deal of attention since the operators were introduced and exhaustively

investigated in the six papers [1], [2], [7], [11], [19] and [20] and the same

service performed for the Boolean algebras in [3] and [4]. The concepts of spectral

operator and Boolean algebra of projections are not (at least a priori) connected

with normability of the topology of the vector space on which the operator or

algebra acts; the definitions usually given for these objects acting on Banach

spaces can be extended to general locally convex spaces in a perfectly straight-

forward way, thus yielding the objects of study of this paper. Presumably the

Banach-space techniques which establish the fundamental properties of the

associated spectral measures could be imitated and the corresponding funda-

mental properties of these operators and algebras deduced. In order to derive

our principal results, however, we have been obliged to investigate these con-

cepts from a geometrical, topological and order-theoretic point of view, thus

continuing the line of research begun in [17]. Aside from our principal results,

a consequence of adopting this point of view is a fairly immediate determination

of the limits to which many rather deep theorems concerning spectral measures

acting on Banach spaces can be generalized for measures acting on locally con-

vex spaces, coupled with immediate and natural proofs of the generalizations

and thus a simplification of technique even for Banach spaces. The main theo-

rems of §§2 and 4, however, represent indications of the restrictedness rather

than the generality of the concept of spectral measure, and thus the restrictedness
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of the classes of spectral operators and Boolean algebras of idempotents: we

establish that under fairly general circumstances a spectral measure acting on a

locally convex space £ can be viewed as a projective limit of spectral measures

acting on a family of Banach spaces whose projective limit is (the completion

of) £, and thus that spectral operators and Boolean algebras of projections are

intrinsically connected with normability, and we show that in case £ is a nuclear

or Montel space, such a spectral measure (or a natural extension of it) must be

purely atomic. Thus we show, roughly, that for these spaces there is no more

general spectral operator than a sum of multiples of mutually orthogonal pro-

jections, and no more general Boolean algebra of complemented subspaces than

a purely atomic one.

§1 lists a number of important basic definitions and theorems (with a few

proofs of the latter) and establishes conventions of notation and language. Some

supplementary results on nuclear spaces are given; these are restatements, in a

form suitable for use in the present setting, of theorems of Grothendieck [9].

General information on locally convex spaces which we will use without explicit

reference is to be found in [6] and [12].

A useful property which spectral measures, or more generally cr-complete

Boolean algebras of commuting idempotents, must possess under reasonable

conditions (tonnelé, metrizable) on the spaces on which they act is that their

values (or the idempotents themselves) form an equicontinuous family of oper-

ators; §2 investigates some consequences of this property. Propositions 2.1 and

2.3 establish a property of the space as a module over the algebra of bounded

measurable functions which is analogous to local convexity over the scalars;

2.5 establishes a similar, stronger result for an important special class of locally

convex spaces. A few applications of these results are made. In §3 we show that

the cyclic subspaces of a spectral measure carry an order structure induced in a

natural way by the measure, and that this order has very strong and useful prop-

erties; in fact, there is a far-reaching analogy between cyclic subspaces and

L^spaces of totally finite measures, which is very close and concrete for metri-

zable spaces and surprisingly strong even in the nonmetrizable case. For Fréchet

spaces and their strict inductive limits this is connected with a representation

of the cyclic subspaces as spaces of classes of measurable functions ; this repre-

sentation does not appear to have been described before, although some of the

consequences of its existence have been investigated and are in fact basic to the

study of multiplicity of spectral measures on Banach spaces, as in [4]. Using

the order structure one can place these and other results of Bade in a general

context, determine the limits of possible generalization, and obtain natural proofs

of the generalizations, as in Corollary 3.10 and the following material. In §4,

finally, this representation and order structure enable us to show that a Borel

spectral measure on a Montel space must be purely atomic. Using this highly

restrictive structural result, we construct a rather concrete representation for
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the cyclic subspaces of a spectral measure on a nuclear space and completely

characterize the spectral operators and measures on eod and epd, the product

and locally convex direct sum of d copies of the complex numbers respectively.

1. Preliminaries. R denotes the real numbers, C the complex numbers,

C* the Riemann sphere. A locally convex space in addition to being what its

name implies is assumed Hausdorff unless the contrary is explicitly stated. If E

is locally convex and p is a continuous seminorm on E, the space £/p_1[0] with

the topology generated by the norm induced on it by p will be denoted by Ep

and its completion (like all completions) by Ep~; the image of an element xeE

under the natural mapping from E to Ep will be denoted by xp. Similarly, if

S is a bounded convex circled subset of E, then Es will denote the vector sub-

space (not necessarily closed) of E generated by S, under the norm topology

given by the gauge (Minkowski functional) of S on £s. We note that if E is se-

quentially complete and S is closed, then Es is a Banach space. We use the

following abbreviations: an espace is a Fréchet space (complete metrizable

locally convex), and an J£'¿F-space a space which can be represented as the topo-

logical inductive limit of an increasing sequence of J^-spaces; an sf£&'-space is

a strict topological inductive limit of J^-spaces. We recall that a Montel space

is a tonnelé space each of whose bounded subsets is relatively compact (in the

"strong" topology of the space); such spaces are necessarily reflexive. The to-

pology of pointwise convergence, or simple convergence, on =S?(£) is referred

to as the strong operator topology, and the corresponding weak topology, which

is the one induced by the duality between f£(E) and E®E', is referred to as the

weak operator topology. The phrase weakly sequentially complete, when pred-

icated of a locally convex space E, means that every sequence in E which is

weakly (=o(E,E')) Cauchy is weakly convergent to some element of E.

Ordered (real) locally convex spaces are our principal measure-theoretic in-

vestigative tool. It is clear that the convex cone (with vertex zero) of positive

elements of such a space determines the order, so one can describe properties

of the order in terms of properties of the cone. If E is an ordered locally convex

space with topology % and positive cone K, one says that K is normal with re-

spect to X if there exists a family of continuous seminorms generating % which

are monotone on K. Normality can be characterized dually by considering the

cone K' ç: £' consisting of the continuous linear forms which are nonnegative

on K :K is normal if and only if each equicontinuous subset S ç £' ¡s contained

in T— T for some equicontinuous subset Tç K'. Thus K normal implies

E' = K' — K' and that, in turn, is equivalent to normality of K for o(E,E').

It is easy to see that if a cone is weakly (= er(E,E')) normal, then order inter-

vals in the corresponding order are bounded subsets of E, and that whenever

{xx}, {yx} and {zx} are generalized sequences (with the same index set) for

which xx z% yx _ zx   for all a and  xx -> x, zx -» x in a topology X for which
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the cone is normal, then ya -* x in X also. An important property of normal

«ones is given by the

Monotone Convergence Theorem 1.1 [Dini-Schaefer]. Let K be normal

in E[X], and let M s E be directed under the order ^ corresponding to K. If

the filter of "ends" of M converges to x0e£ weakly, then it also converges to

x0 in the topology X [15].

If u is a linear transformation defined on a dense subspace Du in a locally con-

vex space £ with values in £, we define the resolvent set of u to be the set of

all complex numbers X possessing neighborhoods Nx such that for each peNx,

the linear transformation (p • 1 — «) is 1-1 and has range dense in £, (p-1 — u)_1

has a (necessarily unique) extension R(p)e£?(E) and the function p^>R(p) is

analytic in a neighborhood of X, namely Nx; if R( • ) is analytic in a neighbor-

hood of oo then we adjoin oo to the resolvent set, since it easily follows that R( • )

cannot have an isolated singularity at co if u is densely defined. We denote the

resolvent set of u by p(u) and its complement by o(u), calling the latter the spec-

trum of u. If the resolvent set is nonempty, then the resolvent satisfies the re-

solvent equation R(X) — R(p) = —(X — p) R(X) ■ R(p) for X and p in p(u), and

using this fact one can construct (in the presence of very mild completeness prop-

erties of £) an operational calculus for functions (locally) analytic in neighbor-

hoods of cj(u) , i.e. a homomorphism of the algebra of functions (locally) analytic

in neighborhoods of o(u) into ¿£(E). The relations between this operational

calculus and the operational calculus for continuous functions on a(u) when u

is a spectral operator on locally convex £ are discussed in [17]. The point spectrum

of u is the set of complex numbers X for which X — u is not 1-1, and it is denoted

hereinafter by n(u).

The concept "Boolean algebra of commuting idempotents in j£?(£)" is just

as meaningful for locally convex spaces as it is for Banach spaces; the union

and intersection operations are defined via the algebraic operations in ¿f(E),

viz. e vf=e+f—ef and e i\f=ef, and correspond to range-inclusion. The

notions of abstract cr-completeness, cr-completeness and completeness used by

Bade in [3] are topological and algebraic, and consequently extend themselves

immediately to the locally-convex-space setting. Instead of considering bounded

Boolean algebras of projections on Banach spaces, we consider equicontinuous

Boolean algebras on locally convex spaces. For metrizable locally convex spaces,

one can easily imitate the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [3] and show that

Proposition 1.2. If E is a metrizable locally convex space, 21 a Boolean

algebra of projections in «£?(£) which is o-complete as an abstract Boolean

algebra, then 21 is equicontinuous.

Proof Sketch. It suffices to show that for any bounded circled convex subset

B E £ the set l(Je£ae[£] is bounded. If the contrary were true for some such B

i.*
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then there would exist a continuous seminorm p on E for which

sup{p(ex)\ee'H, xeB} = co, and as in [3] there would exist in consequence

a collection of mutually disjoint sequences {hJk}k , N of projections in 31, j — 1,2, • • •,

with Umk(sup{p(hJkx)\xeB}) = oo for alljeN. Set/}= \fkeNhjk; then since

hJk = hJkfj, it is also true that limJt(sup{p(ñJÍ[x)|xe/J[j3]}) = oo. Moreover,

since each set/}[B] is circled and bounded, for any (fixed) neighborhood base

{Uj}jeN °f zero it is true tnat 'i^CsuPÍK^jt^l^e/jM n t7y}) = 0°. Selecting

for each jeN an x^e/}[B]n [7j and an hJnj with p(hjn.xf)>j, then setting

/= \JjBNhj,nj, we have pifxf) = p(fffxf) = p(hjnjxf)> j, so /e 31 sends a

null sequence into a non-null sequence and thus fails to be continuous, a contra-

diction.

A slight modification of the same proof gives the same conclusion for an ab-

stractly o--complete Boolean algebra 31 of projections on an s^J^-space for

which each of the sets {ex|ee 31}, xeE, is contained in one of the limitands

in the inductive limit making up the space E.

The same simple approximation argument used in the Banach-space case

shows

Proposition 1.3. // 31 is a complete equicontinuous Boolean algebra of

projections on a locally convex space E, {ex} £ 31 a family of elements of 31

directed (upward or downward respectively) in the natural ordering o/3I, then

lim(Iea= \Jxex or limC[ea= f\xex respectively in the strong operator topology,

and similarly for 31 o-complete and {ex} countable.

Just as in the Banach-space situation, a cr-complete or complete Boolean al-

gebra of projections satisfying the conclusion of this proposition — in particular

an equicontinuous one — may be regarded as an =£?(F)-valued measure, de-

fined on the Baire or Borel sets respectively of its Stone space and countably

additive in the strong operator topology.

Let E\%\ be a locally convex space, X a set, (3 a cr-algebra of subsets of X.

Definition 1.4. A spectral measure triple in ¿f(E), E locally convex, is a

triple (X,Q,¡.i) where p is a set function from S to f?(E) which is countably

additive in the weak operator topology and satisfies:

(1) P(X) = leJ?(E);

(2) for <5X and <52 in ®, piôyC\ô2) = pi5y) ■ ju(<52).

We use these abstract set functions to define a spectral measure rather than fol-

lowing the approach of [17] and defining such a measure to be a weakly con-

tinuous homomorphism from the uniform-norm algebra of continuous func-

tions on a compact Hausdorff space into &(E), because the weak-sequential-

completeness hypotheses of [17] can be avoided if a set function and countable

additivity are already present, as they are for example when the spectral measure

arises from a cr-complete Boolean algebra of commuting idempotents in ¿£(E).
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We observe that such a measure must take its values in a weakly normal cone

in £C(E), namely the convex cone generated by its values: if xe£ and x' is a

real-linear continuous form on £, then the set function ö-> <p(<5)x,x'> is a

finite-valued signed measure on S and hence there is a set eeS for which

ö -» <p((5 n e)x,x'> is a nonnegative finite-valued measure and ô -* <p(<5 ~ e)x,x'>

a nonpositive finite-valued measure (Hahn decomposition). Thus for every ô e S

(the ' denoting transposition, as usual)

<p(<5)x,x'> = <p(c))x,p(e)'x'> + (p(ö)x,p(X ~a)'x'>

and so x® x'e.S?(£)' can be decomposed into the difference of two weakly

continuous linear forms on 3?(E) which are positive with respect to the cone

previously described. It follows readily that the values of p are bounded in the

strong operator topology; if £ is tonnelé, then, they form an equicontinuous

subset of 3?(E), so that in this case Proposition 1.3 has a converse — the property

lim„en= \/^=xen for increasing sequences {e,,} in 21 implies its equicontinuity.

At any rate, if the values of a spectral measure do form an equicontinuous subset

of -£?(£), then the decomposition above carries equicontinuous sets of elements x'

to equicontinuous sets of elements p(e)'x' and p(X ~ e)'x' (though e depends

on x') so that the cone generated by the p(c5), ¿>eS, is normal in the strong

operator topology. It follows easily that under these circumstances p must be

countably additive in the strong operator topology: for the partial sums of the

elements of a sequence of values of p on disjoint sets in S converge weakly mono-

tonically to the measure of the union, thus strongly by Theorem 1.1.

Say that the triple (X,Q,p) is equicontinuous if the values of p on S are equi-

continuous. Given such an equicontinuous triple in i?(£) with £ sequentially

complete in its topology, there is no problem in defining the integrals of bounded

S-measurable functions on X: what the integrals of simple functions should be

is clear, and if / is a real-valued simple function with — X^f(-) ^ X on X,

then also — X-1 ̂  ¡fdp — X-1 in the order induced by p on ä'(E); if both ends

of this inequality converge to zero in the strong operator topology, then by nor-

mality so does jfdp, showing that /-> jfdp is continuous in the uniform norm

on X to ¿?(E), whence it may be extended to the bounded S-measurable functions

by density, continuity, and the sequential completeness of £. The extension to

complex-valued bounded S-measurable functions is immediate. The integral

in addition to being linear is multiplicative, since for simple / and g the relation

\fgdp = \fdp- | g dp is an immediate consequence of the condition (2) on

spectral measures. The integral thus represents the bounded S-measurable

C-valued functions as an algebra of operators on £, which algebra we shall call

the spectral algebra associated with (X,<5,p). Clearly each element of such an

algebra is a spectral operator in the sense of [17], and by a change of measure

(setting v = po/_1) we can write any operator t = ¡fdp as ¡zdv, where z
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is the identity function on C; it is known that the measure v depends only on the

operator t [17] and that its support (a compact subset of C) is the spectrum of t.

In addition to the spectral algebra associated with (X,Q,p) we consider other

spectral operators related to it: these are the unbounded spectral operators

associated with (X,<5,p). Defining these operators requires a notion of inte-

grability of S-measurable functions / with respect to the £-valued measures

(5-> p((5)x, where xe£, namely the following: say that fis weakly integrable

if for each x' e E' ,fis integrable with respect to the (not necessarily nonnegative

scalar-valued measure <5-> <p(<5)x,x'> and the linear form x'-> § fd(p(-)x,x')

is o-(£',£)-continuous, or equivalently if there exists yeE for which

<j>,x> = ¡f d(ji(-)x,x") for all x'e£'; denote that y by jfdp(x) and call it

the weak integral off. Now, given an S-measurable C-valued function / de-

fined on x, we can define a linear transformation by x -* J"/ dp(x) on that linear

subspace Df of £ for which fis weakly integrable with respect to p(-)x; it can

be shown that Df is dense in £ and that the linear transformation so defined is

closed [17]. The change of measure v = po/_1 again represents the operator

as x -» J'zdv(x); once again the support of v on C* is the spectrum of this opera-

tor, and the operator determines v uniquely if the resolvent set of the operator

is nonempty.

Two other objects closely related to spectral measure triples will occur in what

follows: the pseudo-unitary group associated with (X,(5,p) is the subset

{J/c/p|/ S-measurable, |/| = 1} of=5?(£); it is evidently an abelian group under

composition. The cyclic subspace generated by xeE is the smallest closed sub-

space of £ containing {p(c))x | ô e S}, the real cyclic subspace generated by

xeE is the smallest closed real subspace of £ containing {p(ô)x | S e S} ; these

are denoted by S0l(x) and S0lR(x) respectively.

A linear transformation u: E-*F between locally convex spaces is nuclear

if there exist an equicontinuous subset {x',}ieJV of £', a subset {.y;},eJV of a bounded

circled convex subset S of £ for which £s is complete, and a sequence

{^¡}i eiv6 J1 for which ux = Z¡ eN^c\X,x'¡yyi for every xe£. Clearly the {X¡}¡eN

may be chosen positive. A locally convex space is nuclear if for each continuous

seminorm p the natural mapping £ -» £p~ is nuclear. It follows that a locally

convex space is nuclear if and only if to each continuous seminorm p on £ there

corresponds at least one seminorm q and positive fc e R for which p(x) ^ fc • q(x)

for all x 6 £ such that the natural mapping Eq -* Ep is nuclear. The following

proposition is implicit in [9]:

Proposition 1.5. For each nuclear space £ there exists for each extended

real number p, 1 ^ p ^ co, a family of linear mappings of E into l" with

the property that the topology of E is the coarsest topology for which all map-

pings of the family are continuous.

Proof.   For each continuous seminorm r on the nuclear space £ we shall
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exhibit a continuous linear mapping t:E-*lp and constant m for which

r(x) = m-||rx|p, || ||p denoting the usual norm on lp. Since E is nuclear there

exists a continuous seminorm ry on E and positive constant k for which

r(x) z% /c• ryix) for xe£ such that the natural mapping Er~-*E/~ is nuc-

lear: let the natural mapping be given by

x -»   I  Ji<x,*,'>.VJ
i eJV

with {x¡}ieJV equicontinuous in (£ri~)', {yi}ieN bounded in £r~, each A¡>0

and  zZieNXi< oo. The  mapping  u:Erf~ -* lp defined by

ux = iiXy)llp<x,x'y), (A2)1/p<x,x2>,-)

(with the convention that X1/p = 1 for p = co) is easily seen to be continuous

by the equicontinuity of the {x'¡}ieN. On the other hand (with q denoting, as

usual, the solution of 1 ¡p + 1 ¡q = 1)

r(zZ  Xyix^yy)   á   2 ^|<x,x;>|t(j;,.)
\ieN I ieN

= i wl/l <*,*;> |-W^rO-»)
¡eJV

Ti/9

^   || «X ||p •      £ /U      .sup r(y¡)
LieN     i i

and thus, taking m = [T,iENXt']1'',-supir(y,), we have for each xe£ that

r(xr) =: m-||u(xri)|p

since xr is the image of xri under the natural mapping from £ri" to £r~. Con-

sequently if t denotes the composition of the natural mapping £->£ri~ with

u : £ri~ -» /", we see that r(x) = r(xr) ^ m • || u(xrf) ||p = m ■ || ix | V

Corollary 1.6. (p = 2.) //£ is a nuclear space, there exists a family of pos-

itive semidefinite Hermitian forms {(,X}aeÁ for which the seminorms

{x->(x,x)¿/2} generate the topology of E. (p = 1.) IfE is a nuclear space-, there

exists a family of seminorms generating the topology of E of the form

x^l x¡¡x\{x,x'¡tXy\
i sJV

where for each a in some index set A, Z¡ eyXi¡x < co and {xix}¡ bN is an equi-

continuous subset ofE'.

It is easy to see that if £, F, G and H are Banach spaces, t : E -+ F is linear

continuous, u:F^>G is nuclear, and v.G^H is linear continuous, then ut,

vu, and vut are all nuclear, whence it follows readily that

Corollary 1.7. 7/ {(,)x}xeA is a set of positive semidefinite Hermitian

forms generating the topology of a nuclear space E as in 1.6 above, then there
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exists a cofinal (in the usual ordering of the seminorms x-+(x,x)£t1/2) subset

with the property that if (x,x)x^k2-(x,x)ß for all xeE, then the natural

mapping from Eß~ to £a~ (both of which are Hilbert spaces under naturally

induced inner products) is nuclear.

2. Consequences of equicontinuity of spectral measures.

Proposition 2.1. Let E be a locally convex space and (X,Q,p) an equi-

continuous spectral measure triple. Then the set

[ \fdp\f ^-measurable, 0 ̂  |/| £ il c &{E)

is also equicontinuous.

Proof hinges on the following elementary lemma whose proof is left to the

reader.

Lemma 2.2. // (X,Q,v) is a finite complex-valued measure space, then

| jf dv| ^ 4-supá eS| v(c>) | for every ^-measurable f with 0 g \f\ = 1.

Proof of the proposition. Let W be a given closed circled convex neighborhood

of zero in £, and find a neighborhood V of zero for which p(<5) [Fjçl/4-W

for all <5eS. If x'eE' is in the polar W° of W, then for any xe V we have

| <p(<5)x,x'> | ^ 1/4 by definition of polar. Hence

I / ffdpix) ,x'y\ = \(f d<[p( ■ )x, x'>   g 4 • sup | <p(<5)x, x'> I á 1
1   NJ '    '       IJ dee

for any S-measurable function / with 0 5¡ \f\ ^ 1 ; consequently, by the bipolar

theorem, J" fdp(x)e W. Since the choice of V depended only on W and xeV

was arbitrary, the proposition is proved.

Proposition 2.3. Let E[X] be a locally convex space, (X,Q,p) an equi-

continuous spectral measure triple in ¿f(E), and {Va} a X-neighborhood basis

ofOeE consisting of closed circled convex sets. Then there exists another neigh-

borhood basis {Wx} of zero consisting of closed circled convex sets indexed with

the same set as {Vx} and having the properties:

(1) iff is Q-measurable and \f\ = l, then ( J/c/p)[lfJ = Wx;

(2) iff and g are bounded ^-measurablefunctions, O^fSg, then

(JW) IX] = [jgdpj [wy

for each Wa.

Proof.   For each index a let  Wx= f}{f\\f\it) (¡fdp)~i[Vx'\. Clearly each

Wx is closed, circled, convex and contained in Vx. On the other hand, by the
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equicontinuity proved in Proposition 2.1, each Wx is a neighborhood of zero.

Thus { Wx} is a neighborhood basis for zero in E\%~\.

We now make a definition: a neighborhood basis for zero in E[X] which

satisfies (1) and (2) above will be said to be compatible with the spectral measure

triple (X,Q,p).

The property of compatibility for a neighborhood basis of zero can of course

be phrased in terms of its associated family of seminorms: using the standard

relations between closed convex sets and their Minkowski (gauge) functionals,

if qx is the gauge of Wx it is easily seen that (1) and (2) are equivalent respectively

to the following conditions on the seminorms qx:

(la)   if /is S-measurable and |/| = 1, then for all xe£

qJ\fdp(x)\= qx(x);

(2a)   iff and g are bounded S-measurable functions, 0 ^/^ g, then

qj    fdp(x)\ z%qx( \g dp(x)\ for all x e£

for all the seminorms {qx}. Seminorms with these properties will be called com-

patible with (X,Q,y). Notice that if £ is a locally convex space whose topol-

ogy can be defined by a family of norms, then the topology of £ can be defined

by a family of norms compatible with (X, Q,p).

Proposition 2.4. Let E be a locally convex space, (X,<5,p) an equicon-

tinuous spectral measure triple in i?(£). For each compatible seminorm q

continuous on E, the closed subspace i_1[0] £ £ is invariant under the spectral

algebra associated with (X, Q,p), so that the spectral algebra defines an algebra

of linear transformations on the quotient space Eq. The elements of the induced

algebra of transformations are continuous with respect to the norm which q

induces on Eq and hence may be extended uniquely by continuity to the com-

pletion Eq', which is a Banach space under the natural extension of the norm

induced on Eq by q (which we again call q). The idempotent-valued set function

ô-*(p(b))qefi'(Eq) is countably additive in the strong operator topology of

fû(Eq^); denoting this spectral measure by pq, the spectral algebra associated

with (X,Q,pq) is precisely the algebra of linear transformations induced by

the spectral algebra on E associated with (X,<S,p). The map x-*xqfrom

E^Eq^ is a homomorphism of modules over the bounded Q-measurable func-

tions, with feM acting as jfdp on E and as \ fduq on Eq; i.e., (lfdp(x))q

= ( fdpq(xq). The norm q on Eq~ is compatible with (X,Q,pq). If p is another

compatible seminorm on E with p(x) z% k-q(x) for some positive ke R and all

xeE, then the natural linear transformation which maps Eqinto E~is also
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a homomorphism of modules over the bounded Q-measurable functions (with

f acting as ¡fdpq and as \fdpp respectively).

Proof.   If fis a bounded S-measurable function, then writing /= |/j-sgn/

and letting fc be a bound for |/|, conditions (la) and (2a) give

«(J/V/pto)   = i(Jsgn/dp(J|/|</p(x)jj

= Q (JVl^W)  ^ q í\kdpLx)\ = k-q(x)

whence xec/_1[0] implies } fdp(x)eq~1[0]. That the spectral algebra asso-

ciated with LY,S,p) will define a linear algebra of linear transformations on Eq

by quotient formation is an elementary algebraic fact; but the inequality just

proved, together with the definition of the norm q on E~, shows that the induced

transformations are continuous on Eq, hence may be extended by uniform

continuity and density to Eq^. The set function ô -* (p(ô))q is equicontinuous (in

fact, its values have uniform operator norm 1) on Eq and is additive and countably

additive there; but the pointwise convergence of an equicontinuous family of

operators is equivalent to their pointwise convergence on a dense subset of the

space and £~is dense in Eq , so b -* (p(ô))q is countably additive on Eq~. Since

for every bounded S-measurable / and every x e £ (by a simple approximation

argument) ((fdp(x))q = jfdpq(xq), the map x->xq is a homomorphism of

modules over the bounded S-measurable functions acting on £ and £4~ as

If dp and \fdpq respectively. It is easily verified that the compatibility of the

norm q on Eq is inherited from that of the seminorm q on £, whence q is com-

patible with (X,Q,pq) on £,~by continuity. Again for purely algebraic reasons

the natural linear mapping from£fl to £pisa homomorphism of modules over the

bounded S-measurable functions (since q_1 [0] is a submodule of p_1[0]); using

continuity and the fact that ¡fdpq(xq) = (\ fdp(x))q and ¡fdpp(xp) = (¡f dp(x))p

for every xe£, together with the denseness of the natural image of £ in

£,^and Ep^, it is easy to see that the natural linear mapping from £~ to Ep~

is a module homomorphism with/acting as \ fdpq and j fdpp respectively.

For the class of locally convex spaces which possess a family of positive semi-

definite Hermitian forms generating the topology of the space (e.g. nuclear

spaces, as in 1.6 and 1.7) stronger results than those of 2.3 are available. The

quotients of such spaces with respect to the null spaces of such seminorms are

easily seen to be pre-Hilbert spaces in a natural way, so that the equipment of

Hubert space theory is available on their completions (in fact, such locally convex

spaces are clearly dense subspaces of projective limits of Hubert spaces — pro-

jective limits of Hubert spaces if complete). The following proposition connects
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the spectral measure on £ with self-adjoint spectral measures on the quotient

Hubert spaces.

Proposition 2.5. Let E be a locally convex space for which there exists a

family of positive semidefinite Hermitian forms on E whose associated semi-

norms generate the topology of E, and let (X,Q,p) be an equicontinuous spec-

tral measure triple in 3?(E). Then there exists a family of positive semidefinite

Hermitian forms {(, )x} (indexed by the same set as a given family) whose

associated seminorms generate the topology of E and which have the further

property that for each x and y in E, ôeQ,

(p(ô)x,y)x = ix,piô)y)x.

Proof. The pseudo-unitary group It = {jfdp | /S-measurable, |/| = 1}

associated with (X,S,/i) possesses an invariant mean, i.e. a linear functional m

on the Banach space B(H) of bounded functions (in the uniform norm) on U,

with m positive, of norm 1, and having the property that for every feBQX) and

every veil, «.[/(•)] = in{_f(vf] (translation-invariance). (This follows from [6,

Vol. I, p. 115] with the discrete topology on G.) Let {[ , ]a} be a family of positive

semidefinite Hermitian forms whose associated seminorms {x -» [x, x]l12}

generate the topology of £. By the Schwarz inequality for the {[ , 1112}, we

have

|[«*»«J']«| ̂  iux^xYJ2 -[uy^yW12,

and since U is an equicontinuous subset of &(E) (by 2.1) there exists an index ß,

depending on a, such that ¡ \ux,uy]x| = k2 ■ [x,x]#1/2 • [y,y\l12 for a suit-

able k ^ 0. Thus for each pair x, v in £ and each index a, [ux, uy~\x depends

boundedly on u e U and hence one can form the mean mu([ux, uy\x), which we

will denote by (x,y)x. It follows easily from the linearity and positivity of m

that the number (x,y)x depends in a positive semidefinite Hermitian manner on

x and y. The seminorms {x->(x,x)¿/2} generate a coarser topology than the

given topology on £, since by the equicontinuity of VL, given any index a there

exists an index ß such that for all x6£ and «ell, [ux,ux]x _ k2• [x,x~\ß;

applying the mean and using its positivity we see that (x,x)*/2:g k- [x, x]¿/2.

On the other hand, they also generate a finer topology : replacing x by u ~ 1y in

the above we have [y, v]a _ k2 - [u~ 1y,u~ 1y\ß for all u~ ell, hence as before

we have [y,y~\xll2ú k-(y,y)ß/2 for all yeE. The topologies are thus identical.

That p is "self-adjoint" with respect to each (, )x follows by the standard rela-

tion between projections and involutions: each well is "unitary" with respect

to each of the (, )x by translation-invariance of m, because

(ux,y)x = mv(\vux, vy])x = mv([vux,vu(u~x yf]x)

= mJlwx,wiu~1y)']x) = (x,«-1^
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for each x and y in £ and index a ; since for each ô e S we have 2p(<5) — 1 e U,

and since that linear transformation is its own inverse, it follows readily that

(p(<5)x, y)a = (x, p(S)y)a for each x and y in £ and index a.

It is easy to see that the seminorms ( •, ■ )1/2 axe compatible with (X, S, p)

in the sense of the definition following Proposition 2.3; condition (la) of that

definition is satisfied as a consequence of the translation invariance of the mean

used to define the (, )„, while if 0 ¿»/S. g are bounded S-measurable functions,

then 0 ^f2 ^ g2, and it is easily verified (since the statement is clear for simple

functions, it follows for all bounded S-measurable functions by taking limits)

that

ijfdp(x),jfdp(x)j   = (jf2dp(x),xj   = jf2d(p(-)x,x)x

so that condition (2a) follows from the positivity of the measures (p( • )x, x)x.

In addition to all the conclusions of 2.4 holding for the natural mappings of £

into the completions of the quotient spaces of £ with respect to the null spaces

of these seminorms, it is clear that these complete spaces are Hubert spaces under

the inner products induced by the corresponding forms (, )a (see e.g. [6, Chapter

V]) and that the induced spectral measures (X, S, pj are self-adjoint with respect

to these inner products. The last conclusion of 2.4, however, admits the further

extension :

Proposition 2.6. Let E be a locally convex space, (X,Q,fi) an equicontinuous

spectral measure triple in Sf(E), and suppose that the topology ofE is generated

by the seminorms {x-*(x,x)l12} associated with a family of positive semidefinite

Hermitian forms {{,)x} with the property that (p(ô)x,y)x = (x,p(ô)y)x for all

x and y in E and all indices a, as in 2.5 above. Suppose that for some k 2: 0

(x,x)xS k2• (x,x)ß for all xeE, so that there is a natural mapping from the

completion Ef of the quotient space associated with ( ■, • )¿/2 to the completion

Ex of the quotient space associated with (•,")■! 'eí T denote this natural

mapping. Eß and Ex~ are Hilbert spaces under the inner products induced

by (,)ß and (, )x respectively. Let P denote the positive operator on Eß~

induced by requiring that (Tx,Ty)x = (Px,y)ßfor all x and y in Eß~. Let p^

and px denote the (self-adjoint) spectral measures induced on Eß"and Ef~

by p. Then P commutes with the values of pß, hence with the spectral algebra

associated with (X,Q,pß).

Proof. The existence of P under these circumstances is a well-known fact

in the theory of Hilbert spaces. To prove the commutativity assertion it suffices

to consider only the elements xß, yß in E^ which are elements of Eß, i.e. elements

of the image of £ under the canonical mapping £ -> Ef, since these elements

form a dense subspace of E^. For these elements, however, we have
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(Ppß(o)xß,yß)ß = (Tpß(S)xß,Typ)x = (px($)xx,yx)x

= (x„pJß)yX = (Txß,Tßß(e)yß)x

= (Pxß,pß(o)yß)ß = (pß(ö)Pxß,yß)ß.

Consequently, P • pß(o) = pß(o)-P holds on a dense subset of E^; by continuity,

it holds on all E^. The commutativity of P with the spectral algebra associated

with pß may now be deduced by integration.

It is well known that a complete locally convex space £ can be represented as

the projective limit of the spaces Ep~ where p runs through a directed (under

the usual ordering of seminorms) family P of continuous seminorms on £ which

generate the topology of £, i.e. £ =proj limP £p~. This projective limit space

is the closed subspace of TlpePEp^ consisting of those elements (yip))e UpePEp~'

which have the following property: whenever r is a finer seminorm than q, r

and q in P, then Aqry(r) = ylq), where Aqr: Er*~-+Eq is the natural linear map-

ping; these natural mappings have the property ApqAqr = Apr. These facts are

discussed in [12, p. 231 ff.]. One can define a continuous linear mapping on

proj limp Ef by giving a family {Tp}peP with Tpe¿C(Ep^) for which the ob-

vious "commutative diagram" condition TpApq = ApqTq is satisfied for all pairs

p, q in P with q finer than p, because clearly the transformation T:(y{p))->Tp(y(p))

belongs to Z£{ATpeTE~) and leaves proj limp Ep~ invariant; we call the restric-

tion of T to projlimP£p~ the projective limit of {Tp}peP and denote it by

proj limPTp. Given a set X, a cr-algebra S of subsets of X, and for each peP

a spectral measure pp:S -» ^C{Ep^) such that pp{à)Apq = Apqpq{5) for every ô e S

and pair p and q in P with q finer than p, one can define a set function p : S -> -5?(£)

by setting p(c)) = proj limPpp(<5) for <5eS. That p is a spectral measure is easily

verified; call it the projective limit of the {pp}peP, p = proj IimPpp. If each pp

is equicontinuous, then the mappings (yiP))-*(pp(o)y(py) axe equicontinuous in

J?(TlpeP Ep*), whence the measure p is equicontinuous on the subspace iden-

tified with £.

With these definitions, Propositions 2.3 through 2.6 above may be summarized in

Theorem 2.7. Let E be a complete locally convex space, (X,<Z,p) an equi-

continuous spectral measure triple in ¿f(E). Then there exists a cofinal directed

family Q of compatible seminorms for which, when E is represented as proj limß

£,~, we have p = proj limGp9, the pq:<5^^C(Eq^) being the spectral measures

induced as in 2.4 above. If the topology of E is induced by the seminorms asso-

ciated with some family {[ , ~]x} of positive semidefinite Hermitian forms on E,

then the {Eq~}qeQ can be taken to be Hilbert spaces and the {pq}qe c to be self-

adjoint-projection-valued. Finally, if E is a nuclear space, the {Eq~}qsQ can

be taken  so that the linking mappings Arq:Eq~ ->Er^are nuclear.

The modifications necessary when £ is not complete are straightforward and

may be carried out by the reader; cf. [12].
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We can now give a proof of the following proposition, announced in [18].

The result will also be seen to be a corollary of 4.1, but the proof for this special

case requires only a few geometric facts about Hubert spaces.

Proposition 2.8. Let E be a complete nuclear space, (C,93,v) a spectral

measure triple in .S?(£) with 33 the Borel sets of C and v an equicontinuous

spectral measure ofcompact support in C. Lett — ¡ zdv; then r = S^e„(,)/lv({^}),

the sum meant in the sense of the limit of the net of finite subsums in the strong

operator topology. (Note that any spectral operator with bounded spectrum

can be so represented for suitable v; cf. [17].)

Proof. As shown in [17], n(t) consists precisely of those points Xea(t) for

which v({A})#0. The sum Z¿ ej[(t)V({A}) is convergent in the strong operator

topology, because when £ is represented as proj limß£? and v as proj limßv9

where each Eq is a Hubert space and each vq self-adjoint, the sums

SA eB(,)V4({A}) converge as sums of disjoint self-adjoint projections; thus the

finite subsums of ZA e„(()v({A}) form a Cauchy net. Clearly this net converges

to a projection e which commutes with all values of v, thus with t. The operator

t restricted to (1 — e)E is thus a spectral operator given by the integral jz dv0,

where v0(<5) is the restriction of v(ô) to (1 — e)E for each ô e33. It is easy to see

that this restriction has empty point spectrum; on the other hand, (1 — e)£ is

nuclear as a closed subspace of a nuclear space [9]. To show that e = I, then,

it will suffice to show that a spectral operator on a nonzero nuclear space has

nonempty point spectrum, i,e. the following

Lemma 2.9. Ift=\ zdv satisfies the hypotheses of 2.8, then t has nonempty

point spectrum, E # {0}.

This in turn requires an elementary

Lemma 2.10. Let Hy and H2 be Hubert spaces, (,)y and ( ,)2 their re-

spective inner products; let T:Hy-+H2 be a continuous linear mapping,

P the positive semidefinite operator on H y defined by (Px,y)y=(Tx,Ty)2.

Then P is compact if and only ifTis.

Proof. It suffices to show that if x,,x2, ••• is a sequence in Hy with || x¡ | :_ 1

for all i, then Pxy,Px2,-- converges if and only if Txy,Tx2, ••• does. But

|| Txm - Tx„ ¡j\ = (T(xm - x„), T(xm - x„))2

= iPix„ - x„), x„ - Xn)y = 2 • || Pxm - Px„ || y

and

||Pxm-Px„||2  = (P(xm-x„),P(xm-x„)),

= (T(xm-x„), TP(xm-x„))2 -g 2- |T|. I P|-|| Txm - Tx„ ||2.
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Proof of 2.9. If i = 0 we're finished; otherwise, let xe£ be chosen with

rx ¥= 0, let (, )2 be a positive semidefinite Hermitian form on £ which is com-

patible with (C,33,v) and nonzero on x and on rx, and let (, )y be another such

form with (y, y)2 ^ k2 ■ iy, y)x for all y e E and with the natural mapping T from

the associated (completed) Hubert space H y of (, )y to the associated (completed)

Hubert space H2 nuclear, thus a fortiori compact. By 2.10, if Pe^C(Hy) is de-

fined by iPy,z)y =(Ty,Tz)2, then P is compact. By 2.6, P commutes with the

self-adjoint spectral measure Vy induced on H y by v, and hence with J" z dvy. If

Xy and x2 are the images of x in H y and H2 respectively, then

ÍÍJzdv2(x2)J, ÍJzrfv2(x2) J    =  (p|7zc/v1(x1)j,rj'zí/v1(x1) ^

and since the left side of this is nonzero by choice of x and (, )2, P • }z dvy # 0.

Now by a standard theorem on self-adjoint operators on Hubert spaces, ¡z dvy

also commutes with the spectral projections of the self-adjoint spectral measure

which belongs to P; but because P is compact, the spectrum of P consists of

countably many points all of which are isolated with the possible exception of

zero, and the value of the self-adjoint spectral measure belonging to P at each

point in the spectrum of P with the possible exception of zero is a self-adjoint

projection of finite rank. (See [13, p. 227 ff. ].) The range of such a projection

and its orthogonal complement reduce Izdvy, and the restrictions of the oper-

ator J z dvy to the ranges of these projections of finite rank cannot all be zero,

since P- ¡zdvy^O. Hence ¡zdvy has a nonzero reducing subspace of finite

dimension on which its restriction is nonzero, hence possesses an eigenvector

there, consequently possesses a nonzero eigenvalue, say X0. But then Vy({X0}) # 0

and thus v({X0}) ̂  0, which is equivalent to X0 being an eigenvalue of ¡zdv.

3. Induced order structures on cyclic subspaces and a representation theorem.

Throughout the following, let (X, S, u) be a fixed equicontinuous spectral measure

triple on a locally convex space £, which will be assumed to be at least boundedly

complete. For each x e £, SR(x) and 9Jc/»(x) denote the cyclic subspace and real

cyclic subspace generated by x (respectively). Let {qx}xeA be a directed family

of compatible seminorms generating the topology of 9Jf(x), hence of 93iÄ(x):

if £ is an J^-space, so is 9JÎ(x) ; if £ is an s^fJ* -space, then 9Jl(x) is generated by

a bounded subset of £ (by the equicontinuity of the values of the spectral measure)

and thus is a subspace of one of the limitands of £ ; thus in either of these cases

9Ji(x) is an J^-space, and we may assume that the compatible seminorms chosen

form an increasing sequence indexed by the natural numbers, {qn}n eN.

We now fix the generator xe£ until further notice. Let M denote the set of

bounded S-measurable functions (complex-valued) on X, MR denote the bound-

ed S-measurable real-valued functions; these carry natural (pointwise) vector

space and algebra operations and lattice ordering. Let \b:M-»SER(x) be the map-
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ping given by /"-* ¡fdp(x), M(x) = \b[M^, MR(x) = ^[Mfi], and JV = keri/'.

JV n MR is a lattice ideal in MR, so MR(x) in addition to being algebraically

isomorphic to MR/N acquires an induced lattice structure. The relations

«.(J/dpix)) = «„(JV|<Wx))

Oífág => qx(jfdp(x)j iqx(jgdp(x)}

insure that the image under \b of the positive cone in MR is normal and the lat-

tice operations continuous, and clearly p(ô)x belongs to this cone for any ô e S.

When £ is complete the lattice operations in MR(x) can be extended to S0lR(x),

and the absolute-value function in M(x) to SOl(x), by simple closure : specifically

Proposition 3.1. Let ${(x) denote the closure of the positive cone

{ (fdp(x)\feMR,f^z 0} in S0l«(x), and assume that E is complete. Then R(x)

determines a lattice ordering of yjlR(x) for which the mapping y^>\y\ is con-

tinuous (in fact, length-preserving with respect to each compatible seminorm)

and thus the lattice operations also continuous; further, ${(x) is normal.

Proof. Since | |/| — \g\ | ;£ \f— g\ holds on M, the monotonicity of the

qx on positive elements shows that the mapping y -* | y | is uniformly continuous

on M(x). Hence the absolute value function can be extended to SDl(x) by con-

tinuity and denseness of M(x) in SDl(x), and completeness of SölR(x). The relation

y = | y | characterizes elements of the positive cone in MR(x) and hence charac-

terizes elements of R(x). The relations

fvg = 1ï-[f+g+\f-g\]

and

f^g = ̂ U+g-\f-g\\

which hold on MR can now be used to define functions (y, z) -* y v z and

(y,z)-* y a z on S0lK(x) in terms of the absolute value function already defined

there, and it is easy to verify that these are in fact the supremum and infimum

respectively of y and z with respect to the ordering whose positive cone is it (x).

Finally, &(x) is the closure of a normal cone and thus normal.

Proposition 3.2. If E is complete, SDl(x) is the R-direct sum of S0lB(x) and

¿•SUlfi(x).

Proof. Since | Re/| ^ |/| and | i ■ Im/| ;£ |/| hold on M, the corresponding

real-linear transformations on M(x) can be extended via continuity to Sïïl(x).

The extensions are also R-linear idempotents and the R-direct sum representa-

tion follows immediately.
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Thus we can define real and imaginary parts of elements of 9Jf(x); the real

part of y is just Rey as defined by the result of 3.2; the imaginary part of y is

Im y =( — O'FImy, ¿-Im y being defined as in 3.2.

We have observed that if£ is an J5"-or si^-space, 9JÎ(x) is an ^"-space. Clearly

3JÎ(x) can be viewed as the completion of M(x) in the topology generated by

the {qn}„ eN ; the following propositions are devoted to representing the com-

pletion of M(x) as a space of classes of S-measurable functions, as in the usual

construction of the Ü space of a scalar nonnegative measure. We state for the

most part only definitions and propositions, indicating how the customary proofs

for scalar measures (as found in e.g. [10]) may be modified to suit this situation.

Definitions 3.3. ¿eS is null if p(ô)x = 0; "almost everywhere" in X means

except on a null set in S. Observe that ö £ s => p(ô)x _ p(e)x in WlR(x) for Ô, £

in S. A sequence {/„}„ eN converges to f in measure or is Cauchy in measure

if for every 0 < e e R,

limp({c;\ \M)-f(0\ ^e})x = 0
n

or

limp({<;\\fn(O-fmit)\^£})x = 0
m.n

respectively; the sequence converges to / almost uniformly if for every zero-

neighborhood V in 9JÎ(x) there exists <5 e S such that {/„} converges uniformly

to / on X ~ S and p(ô)x e V.

Proposition 3.4. //{/„}„ eJV converges in measure tof, then {/„}„ sN is Cauchy

in measure. //{/„}„ ejv converges in measure to g also, then/= g almost every-

where.

In proving this proposition one need only observe that ô -* p(ô)x is subadditive

in the lattice order of 9JZR(x) and recall that the normality of the cone R(x) implies

that when 0 ^ zx = yx and ya->0, then also zx^0.

Proposition 3.5. // {f„}neN is a sequence of measurable functions which

is Cauchy in measure, then there is a subsequence {f„k}k eN which is almost

uniformly convergent (to a measurable function f).

Here one finds an increasing sequence {nk}k eJV such that

n,m^nk^ qk[p({Ç\ \fn(0~fmiO\ = 1/2*})*] < 1/2*

and lets e„ = (J^l \f-M) -/-t+,«)| ^ V2"}- Then by the subadditivity of

ö -» i¿(<5)x with respect to the order in 9Jlfi(x),

p(ep)x Í   I pi{tl | \fnkiO -fnk + iit) | = 1 /2k})x,

whence p^n0=>
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U(ti*p)x) Ú   Z «Jrttf I |/,k(i)-/.»♦.«) I ̂  1/2*}W

ík Z it(p({^| |/*(0-/^.(0| ^ i/2*}»
fcgp

^   Z   1/2*= 1/2"-1,
*&P

and the sets {>'|c7„(y)< 1/2"-1} form a decreasing zero-neighborhood basis in

£. For £*«„ clearly ; 2t i 2t p*|/„,(0 -/„^)| < 1/2""1. (Cf. [10, p. 93].)

Proposition 3.6. // {/„}„ eN is a sequence of Q-measurable functions which

is Cauchy in measure, then there exists a measurable function f such that /„

converges in measure to f.

The proof proceeds as in the scalar case.

Proposition 3.7. // {/„}„ eJV is a sequence of bounded Q-measurable func-

tions for which lim„ ¡fndp(x) exists (in the topology of Söl(x)), then {f„}„ss

is Cauchy in measure and hence converges to some Q-measurable function f.

U {gn}n eN 's a sequence of bounded Q-measurable functions for which

lim„ cg„ dp(x) exists and equals lim, lfn dp(x), then if g is an Q-measurable

function to which {g„}„ eiv converges in measure, f= g almost everywhere. If

{/n}nejv and {g„}n eJV are two sequences of bounded Q-measurable functions for

which lim„ (f„dp(x) and lim„ fg„ dp(x) exist, iff and g are limits in measure of

f„ and gn respectively, and if f=g almost everywhere, then lim„ [fndp(x) =

"X ig„dp(x).

The proofs again proceed in the pattern of the counterparts for nonnegative

scalar-valued measures. S-measurable functions h for which there exists a sequence

of bounded S-measurable functions {hn}„ eN converging in measure to h with

{]h„dp(x)}„ eN convergent in S0l(x) will be called strongly integrable functions,

and we shall write (unambiguously, by the preceding proposition) $hdp(x)

for the lim„ (h„ dp(x). Now the symbol f « dp(x) has already been defined for

weak integrals on p. 301 above; however, we can see quite easily that the notions

of weak and strong integrability are equivalent. One way is clear: if h is strongly

integrable and {«„}„ ,w is a sequence of bounded S-measurable functions as above

(we may assume h and h„ real-valued with no loss of generality) with J h dp(x) =

lim„ f/i„ dp(x), then for each x' € $t(x)' we have < J" n dp(x),x'}= lim„< lh„ dp(x),x")

= lim„ f/i„ <¿<p(-)x,x'> and that is just lhd<[p( • )x,x'> since the convergence

of hn to n in p( • )x-measure certainly implies its convergence to « in <p( • )x,x'>-

measure. Thus J h dp(x) in the strong sense is JA dp(x) in the weak sense. To

see that the converse is true we let / be weakly integrable with respect to p( • )x,

and suppose that {f„}n£N is an increasing sequence of nonnegative bounded

S-measurable functions converging pointwise to |/| ; then f„ • sgn/->/ point-

wise, and
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lim <J(sgn/)  ldp[ Sfn-sgnfdpix)A,x'}

lim < ífn-senfdpix),[íisgnf)-1 dp-}'x'y

âfdpixUSisgnfT'dpj'x'y

aisenf)-1dp[lfdpix)],x'>

so that the sequence { J/„ ciju(x)} converges weakly to an element of 9Jl(x) ; but

by the monotone convergence theorem it converges strongly, whence by the

definition of strong integral it converges to the strong integral f |/| dpix). It

follows readily that / is strongly integrable and that in fact its strong integral

is the weak   \fdp(x).

Proposition 3.8. If{f„}neN is a sequence of integrable functions for which

{if „dpix)} converges in 9Jl(x), then there exists an integrable function f to

which f„ converges in measure, and cfdp(x) = limnrf„dp(x). If f and g are

Q-measurable and integrable functions respectively and |/|^|g| almost

everywhere, then fis integrable. If{f„}„ eN is a sequence of integrable functions

which converges in measure to f, and if g is an integrable function such that

\fn\ =\g\ almost everywhere, then fis integrable and also lim„ lfndp(x) = )fdp(x).

Again these assertions can be proved in the same way customarily used for

scalar measures; cf. [10, §§26-27].

From Proposition 3.7 it is already clear that any element yeSR(x) can be

written as y = ¡fdp(x) for some suitable integrable function /, and that the

class of functions g for which y = ¡gdp(x) is precisely the class of functions g

which equal / almost everywhere. The set J of integrable functions is evidently

a vector space under the pointwise operations, the set JR of real-valued integrable

functions a real vector lattice under the pointwise operations and order; the

map /i-> \hdp(x) clearly preserves the operations and the order, and its kernel

P is precisely the set of S-measurable functions which are zero almost every-

where (null functions); the real null functions form a lattice ideal in JR. Since

n-> )hdp(x) maps J onto W(x), J¡P is (algebraically) isomorphic to 9Jt(x)

as a vector space, and since any positive element of JR is the pointwise limit of

an increasing sequence of positive bounded S-measurable functions, it is clear

that JR/PR is isomorphic to 9Jl«(x) as a vector lattice. It is easy to see that the

absolute-value function and the real-linear idempotents Re and i-Im are well

defined on J ¡P and that | /~ | <-> J | /1 dp(x) = | [fdp(x)\ and

Re/~ <-► Re( ¡fdp(x)) = f Refdp(x) where f~ =f+PeJ/P. Finally one ob-

serves that the product of a null function and an S-measurable function is again

null, so that for every bounded S-measurable function / and every geJ and

heP, we have fgeJ, fheP and so / defines an algebraic endomorphism of

J ¡P. But now J ¡P and 9Jl(x) are isomorphic as M-modules: for each fe M and

g e J, as is clear for g e M and follows for all g e J by taking limits, one has

lim(¡fndp(x),x')
n
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(fg)~ ~J/^[ jgdpix)] ■
Hence

Theorem 3.9. Let E be a locally convex space, (X,Q,p) an equicontinuous

spectral measure triple in áf(E), xeE, and suppose that'Sil(x) is complete and

metrizable in the relativized topology ofE. T7ienSDl(x) ancjSDlR(x) are isomorphic

as vector spaces and M- or MR-modules with the spaces of classes of integrable

C- and R-valued functions (respectively) on X modulo null functions, and

SölÄ(x) is also isomorphic as a vector lattice with the corresponding space of

classes of functions; the isomorphism is given by f~ «-» $fdp(x). The iso-

morphism also preserves absolute value (for scalars R or C) and the formation

of real and imaginary parts.

Corollary 3.10 [Bade]. Let E be an J*- or s^C^-space, (X,Q,p) a spectral

measure triple in ¿C(E), and let SDl(x) be a cyclic subspace in E. Then for every

.yeSUl(x) there exists a (possibly unbounded) spectral operator associated with

(X,Q,p) which carries x to y.

In fact, it suffices to take the operator [fdp for any integrable function / for

which y = [fdp(x). Using the representation given by 3.9 one may also give

immediate and natural proofs of the following theorems of Bade [3] (extended

to the more general metrizable case from Banach spaces) :

If £ is an !F- or sJ^J^-space, (X, S, p) a spectral measure triple on £ and xeE,

then the restrictions of the values of p to Söl(x) form a complete Boolean algebra

of projections, and this algebra is countably decomposable.

If £ is an J5"- or s-áfJ^-space, then there exists a countable set of linear forms

{x'n}n e\ = R(x)' such that (p(ô)x,x'„y = 0 for all n implies that p(S)x = 0, whence

by totality of {p(£)x}eeS, p(S)\mx) = 0.

NB: In the Banach-space case considered by Bade, SDl(x)' had equicontinuous

absorbant subsets and thus one could select a single x' e$t (x)' with the property

that <p(<5)x,x'> = 0 => p(ô)\w(x) = 0. This fails to be true in general even for

Fréchet spaces : the spectral measure given by the coordinate projections on the

space co of complex-valued sequences, equipped with the topology of coordinate-

wise convergence, has the cyclic vector(l,l,—), but p( • )x is not absolutely

continuous with respect to any measure <p(-)x,x'> (x'eft(x)') since every

element of co' = cb is zero on a subspace of finite codimension. In fact, one can

quite easily see that if such a Bade functional exists, then Söl(x) possesses a con-

tinuous norm, namely y-> <| y|,x'>; it is not much harder to see that such a

Bade functional will exist when and only when Sül(x) possesses a continuous norm-

The following proposition leads to generalizations of [3, Lemma 2.6 and

Theorem 2.7] and shows to what extent related ideas can be carried over to ar-

bitrary locally convex spaces. We do not require the deep relations between

vector- and scalar-valued measures of [5].
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Proposition 3.11. Let E be an S'-or s£C^-space,(X,Q,p) a spectral measure

triple in á?(E), and let H be a majorized subset of?ßlR(x). Then the set of su-

prema of finite subsets of H, directed naturally upward under the ordering in

SÜIä(x), is convergent and its limit is the supremum of H.

Proof. Assume that H Ç 5í(x) with no loss of generality, and let x0 e ${(x)

majorize H. Any countable subset of H has a supremum which is the limit of the

suprema of its finite subsets, for if H0 = fJ is countable we may enumerate it, say

as H0 = {hn}nsN, and let x„ = hy v ••• v hn for each neN. For each n let fn

be an integrable function with x„ = ]fndp(x). For each pair m, n with 1 ^ m < n

the set of points of X at which the inequalities 0 £fm ^f„ ^f0 fail to hold is

null, and there are only countably many such sets, so one may redefine the /„

to be zero on their union without changing integrals, then let / be the pointwise

supremum (= limit) of the redefined /„. By Proposition 3.8 / is integrable and

lim„ $fndp(x) = (f dp(x). It follows easily from the facts that R(x) is closed

and normal (respectively) that $fdp(x) majorizes the {x„}„ eN and is the smallest

element of S0lj,(x) with that property, since by 3.8 x„ -» [fdp(x) in the topology

of £. Since the {x„}„ 6jv are a cofinal family of finite suprema of subsets of H0,

we have the desired result.

For the general case, let § denote the family of finite subsets of H, directed

under inclusion. Clearly limG(FS <V{^| heG},x'} exists for each x'eSDlR(x)',

since the family of finite suprema is monotone, majorized, and SülR(x)' = Sl(x)'

— ft(x)'.The topology of SïïlR(x) is that of uniform convergence on equicontinuous

subsets of R(x)', so that if the family of finite suprema fails to converge in

that topology there must exist an equicontinuous S ç R(x)', and e > 0, and a

cofinal family (5 £ %> with the property that to each £ e © there corresponds

an x/ eS such that

(\J {h\heF},x'Fy ^   lim  < V {*| AeG},xF> - e.
Geô

Select some £x e ©. If Flt •••,£„_! have been selected, choose £„e ©suchthat

<V{ä|ä6F.},xFii.1> > limc<iB<V{'i|Ä6G}>x;„_1> - e/2 and £„ = £„_!.

Now since [J„ e¡vf„ is a countable subset of H, it possesses a supremum, and

since the sets {£„} form a cofinal family of subsets of their union, the finite

suprema { \/{h\he£„}}„ eN approach their supremum in the topology of £,

hence uniformly on S. But this is contradictory, because if n e JV is so large that

<[\J{h\heFn},x'> > lim<V{A|«e£m},x'>-£/2
m

uniformly for x'eS, it is still supposed to be the case that

lim<V{Ä|/ie£m},x^>   =   lim   < V [h\ h eG},x;„> - e/2
so Ge*

<V{/i|ÄeFn},x;„>  > lim <V{rt|fteG},x;n>-e
G eg
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contrary to having F„e(5.

So 9Jij»(x) is an order-complete vector lattice, with continuous vector lattice

operations, and with the property that the suprema and infima of infinite sub-

sets are the topological limits of the directed families suprema of and infima of

finite subsets of the infinite one in question. 3.13 and 3.15 below will extend this

result to nonmetrizable and in fact merely boundedly complete locally convex

spaces, showing as a by-product that in this latter case cyclic subspaces are com-

plete, even though the space £ may not be.

Lemma 3.12. Let E be a locally convex space which is complete, (X,<3,p)

an equicontinuous spectral measure triple in ¿£(E), q a continuous seminorm

on E compatible with (X,Q,u). Let Eq~and pq denote as before the completion

o/£/cj_1[0] and the spectral measure induced on it by p (see 2.4). For any

xeE the natural (restricted quotient) mapping o/9Jt(x)(ç£) into9Jt(x8) (££4~)

preserves order, absolute value, finite lattice operations and formation of real

and imaginary parts.

Proof. The assertions of the lemma are clear for elements of £ which have

the form lfdp(x) for / a bounded S-measurable function, and since the lattice

operations and formation of real and imaginary parts are defined by extending

continuous operations defined on dense subspaces both in 9Jt(x) and 9JÎ(x9),

the lemma follows.

Proposition 3.13. Let E be a complete locally convex space, (X,Q,u) an

equicontinuous spectral measure triple in =Sf(£), xe£. 9Jcu(x) is an order-

complete vector lattice with the property that the supremum of an infinite set

is the (topological) limit of the directed family of suprema of finite subsets.

Proof. Let H be a subset of 9JcR(x) with x0 majorizing H. For each compa-

tible seminorm q on £ we have Hq = {hq | n £ H} majorized by (x0)q, and for

each finite subset Cçflwe have ( V {n | n e G})q = \f {hq\heG}, by the lemma.

But the \J{hq\heG} form a Cauchy net in E~ by 3.11 and thus the {\J{h\he G}}

have the Cauchy property with respect to the seminorm q; since there

are sufficiently many compatible seminorms to generate the uniformity of

E, {V{h\heG}}G<z„ is a Cauchy net in £ and consequently convergent; since

R(x) is closed and normal, the limit must be the supremum of H.

Proposition 3.14. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.13, for each

yeft(x) the net {nx a y}„eN converges to y.

Proof. For each compatible seminorm q on £ we have (nx a y)q = nxq a yq,

by Lemma 3.12. Since Eq~ is complete and metrizable, there exists a nonnegative

S-measurable function / for which yq = }fdpq(xq), by Theorem 3.9, and

nxq a yq = ((n- lAf)dpq(xq). By the "Lebesgue dominated convergence theo-

rem"  part  of Proposition  3.8,  {nxq a yq}n eJV  is  a  sequence convergent to
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Sfdpq(xq) = yq. Since the topology of £ is determined by the mappings £->£?^,

we have lim„(nx a y) = y.

A result of this last proposition is that the hypothesis that £ be complete can

be relaxed to the requirement that £ be merely boundedly complete. Let £ be

a boundedly complete space, (X, <S,p) an equicontinuous spectral measure in

JSf(£), x e £. Let £ ^ be the completion of £. Each spectral projection p(ô) ,ôe<5,

has a continuous extension to £~; these extensions, which we shall call p^(ô),

are also equicontinuous, and as a result the countable additivity of p^(-) on the

dense subset £ = £~   implies the countable additivity of p^(-) on all of £^

Hence the apparatus we have constructed for complete spaces (vector lattice

structure, etc.) is available on £~ and on the real cyclic subspace generated by x

in £~, which we shall call 9JÎR~(x) (unambiguously, since this space is clearly

a completion of 9JlR(x) ç £) and the cyclic subspace 9Jt^(x). We let i\~(x) de-

note the positive cone in 9JÎR^(x); clearly it is the closure of 9î(x) in £~. More-

over, aR„(x) = mR (x) n £ and 9Ji(x) = 9JT (x) n £, and also Ä(x) = ft "(x) n £.

Let yeft^(x); then there exists a net of bounded nonnegative S-measurable

functions {fx}x eA such that yx = ifdjTix) = lfxdpix) is a net converging to y.

By the continuity of lattice  operations in 9JZR^(x), for each neN the net

{nx a yx}a BA converges to nx a y. But the net nx a yx =  J (n-1 Afx)dpix) is

a bounded (since the order interval [0, nx] is bounded) Cauchy net of elements

of £, hence its limit nx a y in £~ actually belongs to £. By 3.14, the sequence

{nx a y}„eN converges to y in £~; but this sequence in £ is Cauchy and thus

bounded, so its limit y again turns out to lie in £. Thus ft~(x) S £, and so is

2RR~(x) = ft~(x) - ftA(x). Consequently, 9JÎR (\x) = 9JÎR (x). It follows that the

absolute-value and Re and i-Im functions on 9Ji^(x), which would take their

values in 9JÎR~(x) in  any event, take their values in the complete R-subspace

9JlH(x) of £ and can thus be defined on 9JÎ(x) just as they were in 3.2 under the

assumption that £ was complete. Since Re and i • Im represent 9Jl(x) as the direct

sum, internal to £, of the complete space 9JlR(x) and a space topologically iso-

morphic to it, 9Jt(x) is also complete. Thus

Proposition 3.15. Let E be a boundedly complete space, iX,Q,p) an equi-

continuous spectral measure in 3?iE), xeE. Then the cyclic subspaces 9JlR(x)

and 9Ji(x) are complete, and thus the conclusions of 3.1, 3.2 and 3.13 holdi2).

The order-completeness of these vector lattices leads to the fact that the closure

of {pió)}s e g is a complete Boolean algebra of projections, the Boolean algebra

ordering being again that of inclusion of ranges. This ordering and the vector

lattice order on the cyclic subspaces are closely related:

(2) Results almost identical to those of §2 and 3.1, 3.2 and 3.15 can similarly be derived for

homomorphisms of algebras ^(X) into«S?(E), where E is boundedly complete and the unit ball

of «g'Wis sent to an equicontinuous family of operators. Establishing the order-completeness of

the cyclic subspace lattices, however, will in general require weak sequential completeness of E.
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Lemma 3.16. Every projection in the strong closure of {p(ô)}ôeS leaves each

order interval [0,x]cil(x) in SülR(x) invariant for each xeE (and so leaves

eacn SülR(x) anc/S0l(x) invariant). If e and f are two idempotents in -£?(£) which

leave each order interval [0,x] £&(x) invariant for each xeE, then they

commute and eE ^fE if and only if ex ^fx in each R(x).

Proof. The first statement is obvious, since these intervals are closed sets

which are invariant under the {p(ô)}ieS. Suppose e and faxe two idempotents

with the property described above ; then for each x e £ we have 0 g e g 1 and

0 ^/^ 1 in the usual ordering of operators on the partially ordered space

S0lje(x). In fact, if y eSK(x), then SK(y) £ R(x) so R(x)' S ¡r\(y)' and thus for any

x'ei\(x)', 0 :£ <e.y,x'> g <>>,x'> and consequently 0 S cy ^ y in the ordering

of SDiR(x) ; similarly for /. Thus for each x e £, in the ordering of SDlR(x) we have

ex ^ x, so fex S fx and (similarly) efx ;£ ex by positivity ; on the other hand,

since erg 1 andfS 1 we also have/ex S ex, efx ^fx. Thus/e(l —f)x ^f(l —f)x =0,

whence fex ^fefx ^ efx; similarly efx ^fex and so fex = efx for all xe£, i.e.

ef=fe. Now if eE ^fE then e = ef=fe, so ex <¡ fex =/x for each x e £, while

on the other hand if ex ^/xinSülÄ(x) forallxe£, then ex = e2xf^efx =fex ^ ex

and so e = ef=fe, thus eE £/£.

Proposition 3.17. The strong closure of {p(£)}£eS is a complete Boolean

algebra of idempotents in JS?(£).

Proof. Evidently this strong closure is composed of idempotents which are

equicontinuous with the same modulus of equicontinuity as {p(ô)}SeS, which

leave all order intervals [0,x] invariant, and which form a Boolean algebra. If

{ex} is a family of idempotents in the strong closure, let {eß} be the family of

finite suprema of these {ex} — the finite Boolean operations are definable using

the algebraic operations of ¿f(E). The set {eß} is naturally directed upward, and

by the lemma above this fact implies that for each x e £ {eßx} is directed upward

and majorized in the order of S0lR(x), thus converges. Thus {eß} converges in

the strong operator topology, surely to something in the strong closure of{p(ô)}â, e ;

by the lemma the range of the limit e contains all of the ranges of the {eß} ; con-

versely if x g eE then x = ex = lim,, e^x so x is in the closure of \^ßeßE, and

clearly (\/ßeß)E = (\Jxex)E.

This proposition makes possible the following small extension theorem, which

will be needed in §4.

Proposition 3.18. Let E be a boundedly complete locally convex space and

(X,230,p) an equicontinuous spectral measure triple where X is a compact

Hausdorff space and 230 its o-algebra of Baire subsets. Then there is one and

only one Borel spectral measure triple (X,%$,p~) which extends (X,230;p) and

is regular in the sense that
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p~(e) = limp~(rc)= limp~(Q for each ee33

in the strong operator topology, where k runs through the compact subsets of

e and J through the open supersets, naturally directed upward and downward

respectively.

Proof.   Let (X,i80,p) be given, and let (£ denote the compact Baire sets, li

the open Baire sets in A!". For each compact e Q X define

m = A{KO|«sC6U},

the infimum being taken in the order of the complete Boolean algebra formed

by the strong closure of {p(ô)}, ô e 330, and thus being a topological limit in the

strong topology with the further property that

X(e)x = AMO*|e = Cell}

in the vector lattice order of 9JlR(x) for each xe£. Clearly these mappings

X(s), e E X compact, have the property

L: for each xe£, x'eft(x)': <A(e)x,x'> = inf{</i(Ç)x,x'>|e £ Cell}.

Now for each open ô E X define

¿*(<5) =  V M0) |ô 2 0,9 compact}.

Again Xç(ô) is in the strong closure of {p(e)}, £e330, and the dual of L holds.

Finally, for every n Q X define

P~*il) = /\ {X*(y)\y => n,y open}

and the property analogous to L holds. Hence by [10, §53, Theorem E], if p~

denotes the restriction of p~* to 33, the set function £-></i~(e)x,x'> is a

countably additive measure for every xe£ and x'eft(x)'. The monotone con-

vergence Theorem 1.1 assures that p~(-) is strongly countably additive, hence

is a strongly additive idempotent-valued measure whose domain is 33. Since

each <j¿~( • )x,x'> is a regular Borel measure for x'eft(x)', p~ is regular; each

(p~(-)x,x'y is an extension of </i(-)x,x'> by [10, §54, Theorem D] so p~

is an extension of p. Just as in the scalar-valued case, p~ is the only regular Borel

measure whose restriction to 930 is /i ; if v is another such measure, so iX, 33, v)

is a spectral measure triple, let 9tR(x) and §(x) denote the real cyclic subspace

and positive cone therein generated by x under the action of v; since v extends p,

9íR(x) ^ 9JiR(x) and §(x)2ft(x), whence £(x)'Eft(x)'. This last inclusion

shows that for every x'e§(x)', <[p~(-)x,x'y and <v( • )x,x'> are regular pos-

itive scalar-valued Borel measures whose restrictions to the Baire sets agree,

hence by [10, §52, Theorem H] are equal — but £ ® £' is generated by elements

of the form x® x', x'e§(x)', so p~ = v.
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Since the values of p~ lie in the strong closure of those of p, it is clear that

the moduli of continuity and cyclic subspaces of p~ and p are the same.

4. Spectral measures on Montel spaces.

Theorem 4.1. Let E be a locally convex space whose closed bounded sub-

sets are compact, (X,230,p) an equicontinuous Baire spectral measure triple

inSC(E), (X,%5,p~) its extension to a regular Borel spectral measure. Then

(X,23,p~) possesses atoms, hence point atoms, and the supremum (in the sense

of 3.11) of these point atoms is the identity in &(E).

The proof requires several lemmata.

Lemma 4.2. If v is a regular (nonnegative scalar-valued) Borel measure

on a compact Hausdorff space X and v possesses atoms, then each atom of

v contains a point whose measure is positive.

The proof is left to the reader.

Lemma 4.3. Let E be a boundedly complete locally convex space, (X,S,p)

an equicontinuous spectral measure triple in E, xeE and x'eft(x)'. There is a

natural continuous mapping of Sül(x) onto a dense subspace of L1 (<p(-)x,x'>),

namely the extension by continuity of the mapping of classes of bounded

Q-measurable functions modulo p( • )x-null functions to classes of bounded

Q-measurable functions modulo <p( • )x,x'>-nw/Z functions.

Proof. That the mapping is well defined on M(x) is clear; its continuity

follows by taking some compatible seminorm q for which | <y,x'>| iS k-q(y)

holds for all yeE, for then

j\f\d<[p(-)x,x'} =<jV|dp(x),x'> Ú k-q(^j\f\dp(x))j

=  k-q^fdp(x)},

the last equality by the compatibility of q.

Lemma 4.4. Let (X, S,v) be a totally finite (non-negative, scalar) measure

space. The natural injection L°°(v) -+ L'(v) is a compact mapping if and only

if(X,Q,v) is purely atomic.

Proof. Suppose this injection is compact. This property is inherited by the

measure subspaces (y,Sy,v) of (X,S,v) (Ye<Z), so by separating (X,<S,v) into

purely atomic and purely nonatomic parts, it suffices to show that a purely non-

atomic (X,S,v) for which this injection is compact must have v = 0. If this

were not the case, one could assume without loss of generality that v(X) = 1.
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For each finite partition P of X by elements of S, let AP e ^(L1) be the operator

defined by AP{f)= Z£ eP((l¡v(¿)) Uledv)le (cf. [8, p. 297]). The set n of
such partitions is naturally directed under "fineness," and lxmPAP = 1 in the

strong operator topology ; also, | AP | = 1 for all P. By hypothesis on the injection

L°°(v) -* l}(v), then, limP | APf—f\\ y = 0 uniformly for |/| 5¡ 1, and in particular

for characteristic functions of elements of S; let P be so fine that ¡-¿p/—/| i < 1 ß

for all such /. For each seP, let ôc s e be an element of S for which

v(ôE) = (1/2) v(e); <5£ exists since (X,(5,v) is purely nonatomic [10, p. 174]. Let

^ = U^A- Then MpZá-Xi||i = | î>eep(ÎXôdvlv(s)x£-Xô\\i = |(l/2)-Zi|i
= 1/2, which is a contradiction. The converse is easily verified(3).

Proof of 4.1. Let xe£ and x'eft(x)' with <x,x'> = 1. The mapping defined

in 4.3 is easily seen to carry the interval [ —x,x] in iölR(x) onto the interval

{/|—1_/^1} in L1((p~( ■ )x,x'», so this interval must be compact in

L1((p~(- )x,x'» since [—x,x] is closed and bounded in £. Thus the measure

space (X,!B,<p~( -)x,x'» satisfies the hypotheses of 4.4, so <p~(-)x,x'> has

atoms. By 4.2 it has point atoms, and thus so does p~. Let e be the supremum

(in the sense of 3.17) of the projections corresponding to point atoms (i.e. the

values of p~ on those point atoms). If e # 1, then since (1 — e) commutes with

p~, the restriction of p~ to the range of (1 — e) is a Borel spectral measure;

since the closed bounded subsets of (1 — e)£ are again compact, the restriction

of p~ again possesses point atoms. Thus p~ possesses point atoms { for which

p~({c;}) • (1 — e) differs from zero, which is absurd since e dominates all point

atoms of p~.

Corollary 4.5. Any Baire spectral measure triple on a Montel space E

has the property of 4.1. For a Montel space is tonnelé and hence any spectral

measure on it is equicontinuous, and bounded closed sets are compact.

Corollary 4.6. IfE is a Montel space, then every equicontinuous c-complete

Boolean algebra on E has a purely atomic completion equal to its strong closure

in JS?(£).

Proof sketch. Such a Boolean algebra 21 may be realized as the values of

an equicontinuous Baire spectral measure triple (X,$30,p), where X is the Stone

space of 21. The Borel extension (X,23,p~) of this triple has point atoms and

takes values in the strong closure of 21; clearly the family of all suprema of

values of p~ (suprema in the sense of 3.17) is a complete Boolean algebra

contained in the strong closure of 21.

For any idempotent e in the strong closure of 21 and any point atom £,eX

of p~ we claim that e • p~({£}) must be either p~({c;}) or 0; for e = limxp(ex)

for some net {ex}x eA of clopen sets of X, and for each aeA, p(ex)p~({{;}) = p~({£})

or 0 depending on whether £ e ex or not. If P denotes the set of point atoms of

p~ in X, since

(3) This elegant arrangement of the proof was suggested by G. L. Seever.
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1  -  V{n~i{Z})\teP} we have e=  \f {e - p~i{£,})\(teP}

=  y{p~m)\i;eP,e-p~i{e-})^0}.

Corollary 4.7. // £ is a Fréchet Montel space, then every o-complete

Boolean algebra on E is complete, equicontinuous, and purely atomic, and

the set of atoms is countable.

Proof. Such a Boolean algebra 31 is equicontinuous by 1.2, and such a space

is separable [12, p. 373]; let {x„}neN be dense in £. Since the restriction of 31

to each 93l(xn) is countably decomposable, 31 is countably decomposable and

thus complete. So it equals its completion as constructed in 4.6 above, and by

countable decomposability the set of atoms is countable.

This corollary is applicable to such spaces as the C00 functions on an interval

[a,£>], the holomorphic functions on a domain in C, etc.

Corollary 4.8. Let E be a locally convex space whose bounded closed sub-

sets are compact, LY,330,/») a Baire spectral measure triple in &(E) which is

equicontinuous, (X,'¡&,p~) its regular Borel extension. Then for any ^-mea-

surable f on X and every y in the domain of the (possibly unbounded) spectral

operator  \fdp~ (= if dp if f is Baire) we have

\fdp~(y) = I M)n~«Z})y

where the sum is meant in the sense of the limit of the net of finite sums. In

particular, ifv is the measure on C* for which \fdp~ = ¡zdv, then

f fdp~iy) =   I Xvi{X})y
J ken

where n = n(¡fdp~), the point spectrum of the operator.

Proof.   For each finite subset R E P it is easy to see that

[?/~({f})] {Sfdfi~(y))= ?R "-*>■»"<#»'

and the corollary follows by taking limits on both sides. It is known that the set

of point atoms of v is n( ¡fdp~).

This proof can be modified to characterize the second commutator of a

cr-complete equicontinuous Boolean algebra of idempotents. This modification

will also yield another proof of 4.6.

We can also characterize the cyclic subspaces of cr-complete Boolean algebras

on Fréchet nuclear spaces, as follows:
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Proposition 4.9. Let E be a Fréchet nuclear space, 21 a a-complete Boolean

algebra in ¿¡f(E). Then each Sïïl(x) is isomorphic to a "gestuften Raum'" of

Käthe [12, p. A0%ff.~\ in such a way that the formation of real and imaginary

parts, absolute value and lattice order (on SDlR(x)) correspond to the corre-

sponding operations on the Käthe sequence space; the dual of Sul(x) is thus iso-

morphic to the corresponding Stufenraum.

Lemma 4.10. Let E be a (real) nuclear space and locally convex vector

lattice in the topology X. Then X is generated by the seminorms x-»<|x|,x'>

for x' in the positive cone of £'.

Proof. Clearly (by continuity of the absolute value function) the topology

generated by these seminorms is no finer than X. On the other hand, by 1.6

X is generated by seminorms of the form x-> Z¡ eNX¡\ <x,x/>| where the X¡'s

axe positive and summable, and {x,'}feJV equicontinuous; but

ZieJVA;|<x,x;'>| á<|x|,Z,.wA,|x,'|>.

Proof of 4.9. Represent 21 as the values of a Borel spectral measure triple

(X,23,p); enumerate the point atoms of p as {¿j„}„ £jv (the case of finitely many

point atoms is clear). For each y = J/cZp(x)eSDl(x) (represented as in 3.9), we

have y= ¡fdp(x)= T.nsNM„)p({Q)x. Let //„ =/(£„) for neN. The corre-

spondence between yeSOl(x) and {nn}neN is easily seen to be biunivocal, preserve

the vector-space operations, real and imaginary parts and absolute values and the

lattice operations for real sequences. Similarly, for each x'eSDl(x)' let

L = <K{Q)x,x'}; then <[y,x'}= T,„eNnn<[p({Q)x,x'y= ZneJV//„C„, the series

converging unconditionally. Again it is easy to see that the correspondence be-

tween £' and the sequences determined in this way is biunivocal on SDî(x)', takes

the vector-space operations on SDl(x)' into the coördinatewise operations on

sequences, with the real-valued sequences identifiable with SDlR(x)'. Now by

4.10 (since SDÎR(x) is metrizable) there exists a sequence {xm'}m eN of elements of

$t(x)' for which the seminorms {x-><|x|,xm'>}m eN generate the topology of

S0lR(x), and there is no loss of generality in assuming xm'^xm+i'. It is also

easy to see that these seminorms generate the topology of S0l(x) if the absolute

value function used is that on SDl(x) instead of the lattice absolute value func-

tion on S0lR(x). The sequences {£„,,„}„ eJv corresponding to the {xm'} increase

coördinatewise with m, and <|j>|,xm'> = Z„ ,iv 11» | C«^ • In particular,

%n *NlnK{Q)x converges in £ if and only if the scalar series Z„ Ejv|>/„| Cm,„

converge for all meN, and the dual space of SDl(x) can be identified with the

space of all sequences {0„}„ eJV of scalars for which there exist an m and a con-

stant fe with |0„| = fc•£„,,„ for all neN. Thus S0l(x) and S0l(x)' are represented

respectively as the gestufter Raum and Stufenraum associated with the Stufen
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{Cm,n}n ejv, as in [12, p. 422 ff.]. The topology of Üí(x) corresponds to the "normal

topology" of the gestuften Raum.

In conclusion we give the following elementary characterization of the spectral

measures on the spaces eod and epd, product and locally convex direct sum re-

spectively of d copies of C. It suffices to characterize those on epd, since the two

spaces are each other's topological duals and both are reflexive; cf. the duality

results of [17]. Since the topology of epd is its finest locally convex topology, its

bounded subsets are finite-dimensional. Let LY,33,ju) be a regular Borel spectral

measure triple in &(epd); p is equicontinuous since epd is tonnelé. Since epd is

Montel, p has point atoms; let P be the set of all point atoms of p in X. Then

for each xeepd the set {¿t({¿;})x | ¿j e P} lies in a finite-dimensional subspace,

since it is bounded; but since its elements are linearly independent, at most fi-

nitely many of them are nonzero, and x is their sum. Thus [J4 eJ> M{¿;}) [</><,]

generates epd, algebraically, and so contains a Hamel basis of epd ; the cardinality

of Hamel bases being determined by the space, one may assume the basis in-

dexed by d, say {x,},,,d. For each ned there is a unique ¿(n)eP for which

x,e^({¿j(n)})[c6(i]. Let v be the isomorphism of epd with itself which sends the

nth element of the standard basis of epd to x,; then for each <5 e33 the idempotent

v~1p(6)v is the projection of epd which sends the nth element of the standard

basis of epd to itself or zero according to whether ¿¡(n) e ö or not. So the spectral

measure v_1p(-)v takes its values in the set of projections onto "coordinate

subspaces" of epd, i.e. subspaces determined by subsets s E d in the obvious

way. Now if (X,^ß,p) is a regular Borel measure in f£(eod), then p( - )' is a regular

Borel spectral measure in 3?iepd) to which the preceding considerations apply,

so there exists a topological automorphism v' ef£ieod) for which the spectral

measure v'pi ■ )v' _1 takes its values in the set of projections on coordinate sub-

spaces of eod, by duality. And it is easy to verify that for each spectral operator

Sfdp associated with p, the corresponding operator i/[ ¡fdu'jv'-1 has a diag-

onal matrix with respect to the coordinates of eod, and similarly for epd. Sum-

marizing, then,

Proposition 4.11. If iX,üß,u) is a regular Borel spectral measure triple in

3?iead) or ^iepd), then there exists a topological automorphism v on eod or epd

respectively, such that the values of v ■ pi-)- v'1 are projections on coordinate

subspaces of cod or epd respectively. Every spectral operator associated with

(X,33,^í) is thus similar to an operator with diagonal matrix.

Corollary 4.12. If 31 is a complete equicontinuous Boolean algebra of pro-

jections on md or epd respectively, then there exists a topological automorphism

v of a>d or epd for which i>3Itf_1 = {veii1 |ee3I} is a complete Boolean alge-

bra of projections on coordinate subspaces. f/ci=K0, o-completeness suffices

instead of completeness and equicontinuity.
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